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Holiday Village

W

e are very pleased to present the plans for the "Sukkerfabrikken" - a forward looking holiday village which will
be situated in the grounds of the old Sugar Factory by
Stege Harbour.
With an attractive location right by Stege Bay, the holiday village
will accommodate an array of experiences, activities, and up to 500
holiday homes.
Møn is one of Denmark’s foremost tourist destinations with Møns
Klint as the internationally renowned main attraction.
With the establishment of the Fehmarnbelt link - the tunnel across
Fehmarnbelt - the island of Møn will be within easy reach for 15
million people in northern Germany, Denmark, and southern
Sweden.
We envisage that Møn will become the focal point of south-east
Denmark’s tourism in the future.
The location of ’Sukkerfabrikken Møn’ enables us to build right
down to the coast - and even in the water and because the holiday
village is situated on the edge of Stege town the development will
be without any negative consequences for nature and the unspoiled
coastline. This is also one of the reasons why the project is amongst
one of the ten projects selected for an initiative by the national institution Dansk Kyst- og Naturturisme which aims to develop, grow
and strengthen the coastal tourism industry in Denmark.
With the help of many business people and the country’s best consultancy firms, we have been working on the plans for several years.
We hope that the prospectus will generate interest amongst potential operators, investors, and all who wish to back this quantum leap
forward for tourism in eastern Denmark.
Kind Regards
Thore Andersen,
Chairman of the Board and Steering Commitee Sukkerfabrikken A/S

Bird's eye view - Sukkerfabrikken, Harbour, Stege Middle Age Town
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"Møn is a popular holiday destination with great potential,
and there is definitely a need for expanding the capacity of
overnight accommodation ." - Martin Bender, Director - VisitSouthZealand-Moen
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tourism - key figures for destination møn
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Tourism revenue per year........................................................................................................ 650.000.000 kr.
Number of overnight stays.................................................................................................................... 425.000
Day trippers ............................................................................................................................................ 400.000
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Møn - middle of northern europe
15 million people within 3 hours

M

øn is an island just off
the south-eastern tip of
Zealand with a total population of approximately 10.000
people. Møn is connected to Zealand by the Queen Alexandrine
Bridge, and situated approximately
an hour’s drive south of Copenhagen and the Øresund Bridge, and
less than an hour from the planned
Fehmarnbelt link to Germany.

Møn is the perfect location for the
large, new holiday village "Sukkerfabrikken Møn". The island is situated within easy reach of Europe’s
major cities; Hamburg, Berlin,
and Copenhagen.
Up to 15 million people live within
three hours drive of Møn. Berlin’s
6 million inhabitants can reach
Møn in 5 to 6 hours. Stockholm
and Oslo are approximately 8
hours away by car. The establishment of the Fehmarnbelt link will
reduce the travel time from Germany by nearly an hour.

Møn is an amazing place! Outstanding nature, an active and vibrant
local community with exceptional cultural history and cultural
life welcome visitors to the isTo visitors from the south, Møn is
land.
the gateway to the Nordic countries Møn is one of Denmark’s fore- not just as a geographical area but
most tourist destinations. Every also Nordic mentality and way of
year hundreds of thousands of life plus the Nordic way of holivisitors travel to the island to daying which is relaxed, and at the
experience Møn’s nature, cul- same time active, environmentaltural history and to enjoy an ac- ly conscious, and inclusive.
tive holiday.
To visitors from the north, Møn is
Møn’s ‘capital', Stege, is a vibrant the gateway to the continent and
market town offering an array of relaxed enjoyment of culture and
cultural experiences.
life.

Top from left: Møns Klint; Mølleporten in Stege.Bottom: Qeen Alexandrines Bridge between Zealand and Møn
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"80 billion kroner will be invested in public
facilities in the region over the next 10 years."
- Susanne Kruse Sørensen, Director - Vordingborg Erhverv A/S
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"One of Denmark's most magical islands, Møn's best-

known drawcard is its sweeping stretch of white cliffs, Møns Klint.
Crowned by deep-green forest, they’re a popular inspiration for landscape paintings, possibly explaining the island’s healthy artist headcount.

Hamburg

Wiesmar

POLAND

Berlin
5 hours

But the inspiration doesn’t end there. Beautiful beaches span sandy
expanses and small secret coves, there are haunting Neolithic graves,
and several rural churches are adorned with whimsical medieval frescoes. Every year more stargazers come for what are said to be Denmark's

darkest night skies, and now they're joined by hikers flooding in to walk
the well-organised network of trails known as Camønoen, named with a
			
punning nod to the classic Camino pilgrim trail."
					

- Lonely Planet
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Møn - in the middle of denmark
part of the Zeland and Copenhagen-region
Møn is situated in a tranquil
corner of Denmark just off the
south-eastern tip of Zealand and
connected to Zealand by a bridge.
That - and because of the country’s limited size - is why Møn is
centrally located in relation to larger towns and tourist attractions
in Denmark and southern Sweden.

to its location and close to leading Danish tourist attractions
such as Knuthenborg Safaripark, BonBonLand, The Danish Castle Centre and Holmegård Glassworks.

Møn is part of the development
region ’Greater Copenhagen
Area’ (Øresundsregionen) and
situated in the ’countryside’ of
With regards to traffic connecti- Copenhagen.
ons, Møn is situated approximately an hour’s drive south of Copen- With only an hour's drive to
hagen and the Øresund Bridge Copenhagen, you can comforand just under an hour from the tably add the capital's major
Fehmarnbelt link to Germany.
attractions such as Tivoli, Dyrehavsbakken, the Zoo and the
Møn offers visitors a wealth of cornucopia of museums and
experiences, among them one of cultural experiences to the hoDenmark’s most notable attracti- liday experiences on Møn.
ons, Møns Klint with its majestic
white cliffs and the exciting Geo- As a guest in the holiday villacenter Møns Klint.
ge ‘Sukkerfabrikken’ you can
live in a cozy market town, in
Møn has a lot to offer in terms of beautiful nature - and at the
wild, unspoiled nature, outdoor same time have easy access to
activities, and active holidaying. shopping, city life and culinary
Møn’s ‘capital, Stege, can boast of experiences at international lerich cultural history and exciting vel in Copenhagen.
town life.
Møn is also the gateway to Zealand and Copenhagen thanks
Top left: The Blue Planet, Copenhagen; Tivoli, Copenhagen; Viking Ship Museum, Roskilde; Land of Legends, Lejre; Camp Adventure, Haslev; Bonbon Land, Næstved; Knuthenborg Safaripark, Maribo; Medieval Centre, Nykøbing Falster; Denmark's Castle Centre, Vordingborg; Lalandia, Rødby
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"here nature is part of our everyday life, with places
to visit in our free time, and Copenhagen within easy
reach." - Signe Ulfeldt Nielsen, who recently moved from Copenhagen
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Møn is part of The Greater Copenhagen collaboration a political platform for promoting regional collaboration and economic
growth which aims to eliminate cross-border barriers so that all of Zea-

land is regarded as one single metropolis by foreign companies and inve-

and to increase mobility throughout Greater Copenhagen”. Our aim is to

stors. "It must be easy and attractive to live and travel in Greater Copen-

ensure that all of the Greater Copenhagen zones can be reached within

hagen. Therefore, Greater Copenhagen works to make commuting easier

one hour by public transport..

- Greater Copenhagen
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My Møn, your Møn
An island for everyone

M

øn is quite unique. The
white cliffs are unrivaled
in the Nordic countries.
Here, you will see nature which
is only found on Møn. Churches
filled with frescos and world-class
burial mounds, one of Europe’s
most enchanting parks and the
medieval market town, Stege.

tourism development.
For many years Møn has led the
way in terms of the development
of green and sustainable quality tourism. In 2017 Møn was
nominated as a UNESCO biosphere reserve. UNESCO recognised Møn’s outstanding nature
and the local community’s wish
to develop in collaboration with
nature. Camønoen and the Dark
Sky-project has put Møn firmly
on the map.

Møn is also a vibrant, modern
local community with a diverse
business- and cultural life and an
active population which is actively involved in the development of
the island.
These projects and whatever else
Møn has to offer are written into
Møn is one of Denmark’s foremost the ‘Sukkerfabrikken Møn’-contourist destinations. The island at- cept. The new holiday village
tracts hundreds of thousands of has to live up to the Biosphere
holidaymakers who come to expe- programme in relation to enrience Møns Klint, wild nature, vironmental building work and
outdoor activities, cultural history operation and ‘lead the way’ to
attractions, and Stege’s city life
sustainable experiences all over
the island.
Møn has a long history as a tourist
island; The cliff was a destination Møn is the future tourist island
already in the 18th century, and Li- in south-east Denmark. With the
selund Castle built in 1793 is Den- new holiday town, the island gets
mark's first 'summer house'! This the capacity to receive even more
is evident through the many small guests. Møn is a vibrant comcompanies offering accommoda- munity that welcomes owners of
tion, dining, handicrafts and local summerhouses, "regulars" and
products plus the local populati- everyone else as part-time resion’s positive attitude to continued dents.

Snorkling

Top from left: Sailing, Adventure Race, Biking, Hiking, Hunting, Festival, Sea kayak, "Localhood", Snorkelling, Riding tours, Swimmng, Fishing,
Romance, Camønoen, Culture.
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Unesco Biosphere

Camøno Route

Møn Dark Sky

"Møn’s nature is included in Naturkanonen
and nominated for UNESCO World Heritage."
- Nils Natorp, Director - Geocenter Møns Klint
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Møn biosphere reserve is a series of islands and
islets located in the southern Baltic Sea covering
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stures, wetlands, coastal areas, ponds, and steep
hills. This biosphere reserve counts with a number of small villages, scattered farms and residen-

tial areas with a total population of some 10.250.
The main activities are commerce, agriculture,
fisheries, and tourism - UNESCO biosphere
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Stege has everything
Market town by the water

T

he new holiday village is
situated in Møn’s capital
Stege; a charming harbour
town with only 4.000 inhabitants
but an 800-year-old history.

Retail in provincial Denmark is
struggling, but Stege breaks the
mould with more than 70 shops
and 25 eateries. In 2018 Stege was
nominated as one of Denmark’s
most cosy, beautiful and cleanest
Due to its location at the entran- market towns
ce to Stege Nor - a bay which
connects directly to the sea at the Stege fits the demands of our time
town - Stege became one of the perfectly. According to Wondermost important market towns in ful Copenhagen, the travel induthe Middle Ages.
stry is entering a new era where
official recommendations are reStege is home to one of Den- placed by ‘temporary locals’.
mark’s largest market town churches and the country’s only pre- Visitors are not looking for ‘picserved moat.
ture-perfect’ but a personal connection and shared experiences
Stege town has a great deal of based on interest, relations, and
charm; beautiful half-timbered authenticity.
houses and narrow streets speaks
of a mercantile affluent past and The catchphrase is ‘Localhood’ with Sukkerfabrikken in 1884 and Stege is already an expert.
Stege also became an important Stege has strong local community
industrial town.
and commitment.
Stege is a vibrant town with soul
and identity, shops, restaurants,
cafes and cultural events where
both tourists and visitors from
the entire region are eager participants.

Coupled with the town’s tradition
of hosting, this becomes a strength
that is not exclusive but inclusive.
Guests are invited to participate together with the community for shared experiences.

Top from the left: Eastern Marina, Western Marina, Mølleporten, Dockyard, Tuesday Market, Herring Market, Medieval Day, Moat, Stege Square,
"Luffes Gård"
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"You can see people walking around having
a lovely time together."
Jordbassinerne

Development Plot

The Market Town

Lau and Lui, twin boys - 11 years old [talking about Stege town]

Møns Klint 20min.
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co-creation of our future destination. A future destination where human relations are the focal point. Where locals and visitors not only co-

Dinghy Harbour

Park

Turistinfo & Café

Supermarket

Builders' Merchant

Boat Rental

Supermarket

Dockyard

Supermarket

Bird Sanctuary

Zealand 10min.
"Localhood is a long-term vision, that supports the inclusive

Luffes Gård

exist but interact around shared experiences of localhood. Where our
global competitiveness is underpinned by our very own localhood. And
where tourism growth is co-created responsibly across industries and

Stege Nor

Pike Fishing

geographies, between new and existing stakeholders, with localhood as
our shared identity and common starting point."

- Wonderful Copenhagen
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SUKKERFABRIKKEN

SUKKERFABRIKKEN
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Sukkerfabrikken
Focal point - past and future

T

he holiday town ‘Sukkerfabrikken Møn’ will be established in
the old sugar factory in Stege.
The distinctive red brick building
greets everyone arriving in Stege.
For more than 100 years the sugar
factory was Stege’s largest and most
important business. Established in
1884 as a result of a local initiative by amongst others the folk high
school founder Frede Bojesen.
Sukkerfabrikken was heavy industry from the very start. A gigantic
factory with hundreds of employees, contracted farmers and infrastructure supporting the transport
of sugar beets, sugar juice and sugar
covering Møn and southern Zealand. A true industrial revolution.
The sugar factory’s importance can
not be exaggerated. It was the foundation for many thousand families
and the local community’s social
structure.
Thirty years after the closing-down,
the factory is changing to a modern
centre housing businesses, hosting
cultural, and tourism events - and
lots of small companies and life.

rebuilt but nevertheless appears as
a cohesive complex due to an amazing continuity of the building style
from the 1880s to the 1980s.
After the closure, a number of technical facilities have been taken
down, but the factory buildings are
intact as one of Denmark's most
prominent examples of industrial
cultural heritage.

Sukkerhuset circa 1900

Interior in Sukkerhuset circa 1900

Management on the front staircase, early 1900

Kostervej circa 1890

Start of Jordbassinerne, circa 1955

Sugar beet work force circa 1890

The new holiday village will continue in the same rustic factory architecture. ‘Saftstationen’ (Juicing
station) where the sugar beets were
cut and cooked, is converted into a
hotel.
‘Sukkerhuset’ (where the sugar was
refined) will provide the framework
for the exciting new experiences.
Holiday homes will be built on the
old sugar beet ramps and the sugar
beet basins where the beets were
washed will be transformed into
ponds and gardens.

In the later phases, holiday houses
will be built on the outside of the
two silos, whilst the inside of the
silos will be designed for new experiences, not least a large new 'water
The factory has continuously been park’.

"It is said that all mønboere have a relative
14

who worked at the factory."

Otto Nielsen, 84 år, den sidste fabriksarbejder - nuværende vicevært - har arbejdet 65 år på fabrikken

The Böhmiske Hall

Sugar storage

Transport workers

Tower

Juicing Station

Sugar beet workers

Packing Dept.

Sukkerhuset

Management

"The factory premises are full of history and are rented out on market days, to

conferences, and various events and exhibitions."
Kristina Ask, Visual Artist- Cultural Entrepreneur at Sukkerfabrikken
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IDA

Dark Sky Park & Community

State certified Coast and Nature Tourism
Ministry of Environment and Food of Denmark

Møn is Dark Sky Certified

Møn is part of Denmark’s Naturkanon

Artificial light is contributing to an alarming rise in light pollution worldwide. This means that we no longer experience the spectacular starry night
sky. We simply cannot see the Milky Way. The Dark Sky work includes
initiatives to protect the night skies and fragile ecosystems in parks and
protected areas worldwide. Møn and Nyord are one of only two areas in
Denmark, where light pollution is close to 0%, and the first - and only certified Dark Sky area in the Nordic region. So it’s official: Møn has Denmark’s most beautiful night sky - and good reason to keep it that way.

In 2018 the Danish government updated ‘Danmarks Naturkanon’ in order
to inspire more people to experience nature. The new ‘Naturkanon’ nominate 15 locations in Denmark with outstanding nature - including Møns Klint
with Mandemarke Bakker. ‘Naturkanonen’ describes the 70 million-year-old
chalk deposits as a national treasure. They create the basis for a natural wealth not seen anywhere else in Denmark: A unique and species-rich flora,
with colorful flowers and numerous orchid species, and several rare butterfly
species. The site is a core area in the Biosphere Reserve Møn and has great
natural beauty. Follow the walking route ‘Camonoen’ or go by bike along
'Danmarksbjergetape'- and let the breathtaking views astonish you.

"The islands of Møn and Nyord have achieved something truly unique in the
history of the IDA International Dark Sky Places Program. Møn and Nyord
is the first IDA Dark Sky certified area in Scandinavia and the first area in
the world to receive certification as both a Dark Sky Community and a Dark
Sky Park. The Dark Sky Park even has Gold Tier status. The nomination
reflects a globally unprecedented protection of the natural night habitat. We
hope that other areas, in Denmark and elsewhere, will regard the islands as a
shining example of what can be achieved by a local population and organizations' working together to create positive change in outdoor lighting
and improve public awareness of the value of dark sky preservation"
- Source: International Dark-Sky Association / www.darksky.org

DISTINCTIONS

Appointed in a National Testing Scheme
In November 2015, the government designated ten tourism development
projects along the coast of Denmark, which were deemed to be able to attract many foreign tourists, and at the same time be able to fit into the coastal
landscape. In the ten projects, a balance has been found between the protection of the coastal nature and the incorporation of new, attractive accommodation and experience opportunities. The holiday village project at Sukkerfabrikken in Stege is one of the ten pilot projects. The designation gives
Vordingborg Municipality a derogation from the Nature Protection Act's
beach protection line and principle permission for the project in accordance
with the law and the special experimental scheme.
- Source: Miljø- og Fødevareministeriet / mst.dk/friluftsliv/danmarks-naturkanon/

"There is more amazing nature in Denmark than you think. There are

some wonderful places and I can only recommend to experiencing
them." - Jacob Ellemann - Jensen (V), Minister for Environment & Food
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Møn Unesco Biosphere
Nature certifcate

MØN IS A UNESCO BIOSPHERE RESERVE
Nature on Møn is in a class of its own. But what makes the island unique,
is the local community’s purposeful and visionary work to protect, develop,
and communicate the nature experience. Møn and the surrounding islands
and water areas were included in UNESCO's worldwide network of biosphere reserves on June 14, 2017.
With this appointment, UNESCO designates Møn's nature to be world-class
and recognizes the local community's proposals to work in interaction with
nature. Møn Biosphere Reserve thus enters into a distinguished international
company of biosphere reserves and is part of the UNESCO program "Man and
the Biosphere". UNESCO collects in the biosphere program around the world
sites that want to reconcile the preservation of biological and cultural diversity in
balance with economic and social development. UNESCO works according to
three core principles, which read:
• Preservation of landscapes and ecosystems with their species and ge
netic diversity
• Developing communities according to sustainable principles. Sustai
nability includes both economic, social, ethical and ecological sustai
nability.
• Support through research, education, and learning
- Source: Vordingborg Kommune / vordingborg.dk/biosfaere-moen/biosfaereomraadet/

"Møn is Denmark's first UNESCO biosphere reserve, and Møns
Klint is on the tentative list of the world's natural heritage."
- Bo Manderup-Jensen, Chairman - Unesco Denmark.

Camønoen

"the kingsdom's friendliest hiking route"

Møn has Camønoen
The ’Camønoen’ is a great example of local forces' visionary work for nature
and cultural-historical experiences. A 175 km long hiking and cycling route on
Møn, Nyord, and Bogø, which takes its name from "El Camino de Santiago".
Camønoen is popular with hiking and cycling enthusiasts and organized tour
groups, not least because the route establishes contact with nature as well as
local residents..

’Camønoen’ is nature, cultural history, gastronomy, hiking, silence, starry skies
and magical moments that will stay with you forever. The route offers pilgrim
walks, family trips, elderly-friendly tours, gastronomic walks and a network of
enthusiasts who are either ready with lots of experiences or with a friendly "Go
Camøno" to those who prefer to go in peace. Although Camønoen's routes
already exist in the beautiful landscape, it is also being developed with new
shelter sites along the route, water posts, and meeting points. The hikers on
Camøneno are helped along by tireless volunteers in an active network that
makes Camønoen the kingdom's friendliest hiking trail. Møn's Museum is the
anchorage point for the Camønoen. At Møns Museum there will be friendly hosts who can introduce hikers to the route, help print a personal walking
route, delivery of food, transport of luggage, accommodation and an overview
of all the things, happening along the route.
- Source Real Dania, Stedet tæller 2017 / realdania.dk/projekter/camoenoen

"Camønoen is a 175 km long pilgrimage route, where guests can

learn and experience cultural history, gastromony, adventure
17
and nature." - excerpt from "Stedet tæller" - Realdania 2017

nature
• winter swimming

active
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fishing
sailing
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fitness
sport

health
music
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climbing
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theatre
mini golf
play centre
water park
• wellness

astronomi/dark sky •
agriculture
nature
garden
plants
learning
knowledge
aquaponics
beach

relax
design
gastronomy
arts & crafts
workshops
cookery school
handycrafts
wannabe for a day •

culture

"WE WANT TO REUSE THE OLD
SUGAR FACTORY AS AN ACTIVE,
RESPONSIBLE AND MEANINGFUL HOLIDAY EXPERIENCE IN
THE MIDDLE OF THE WORLD
FAMOUS NATURE."

• good shopping opportunities just around the corner.
• many activities on land and in the water.

• landscaped beach and water park close by.
•
•
•
•

we will be a destination

market town a stone's throw away.
diverse adventures all year round.
unspoiled nature reserve close by.
town with culture and entertainment.
many good eateries in the holiday village and stege.

• medieval

we will be adventures

VISION FOR THE FUTURE
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nature

culture

• sukkerfabrikken's buildings reused.

• medieval churches and frescos.

• the island's stories are told.

• canoe, kayaking, kitesurfing, windsurfing & more water sports.

• the project supports local crafts and products.
• Meetting of visitors and locals is facilitated.

• future resource-conscious agriculture is developed.
• traditional endangered crafts are revived.

• nature and agricultural knowledge is communicated.
• focus on

climate challenges.

we will be biosphere

• relics of the past , stone & fossil hunting by møns klint.
• great golf course by stege nor.

• amazing pike and trout fishing.

• beautiful beaches for each day of the week.
• great opportunities for

riding & mountain biking.

we will be communicators

"the vision for Sukkerfabrikken supports the municipality's ambitions for further development of

Møn’s nomination as a biosphere reserve with focus on sustainability, nature experiences and active
holidays in line with the island's natural strengths." - Anja Valhøj, Planning Manager- Vordingborg Municipality
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BUILDINGS OVERSIGHT

Administration

Meeting rooms & Admin.

Saftstationen

Packing

Otto´s Adventure Factory - Shops & Food Market

Boilers

Boilers

Pools

Power St

Hotel

Otto´s Adventure Factory - Play & Water Centre

'Otto´s Adventure Factory' - Communal Hall

Laboratory

Sugar Storage

Workshops

'Otto´s Adventure Factory' - courses & designcentre

Conference Facilities

Studios & Workshops

Sukkerhuset

Silos

Forge

'Otto´s Adventure Factory -Reception & Aquaponics

Water Park, 'Digital Globe' & Holiday Apartments

Workshops

"The buildings contain valuable stories, that we must

strive to preserve."

Bent Lykke, Architect and Director - Sukkerfabrikken A/S
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HOLIDAY VILLAGE OF THE FUTURE

2 - WELCOME CENTRE

1 - SAFTSTATIONEN HOTEL

5 - OTTO'S ADVENTURE FACTORY

- WORKSHOPS
Feriehytter som ringe
omkring centralt fællesareal

9 - APARTMENTS & ROOF GARDEN

Karaktérfulde,
sympatiske tage
& APARTMENTS
10 - HOLIDAY HOMES

Hotel, feriecenter, feriehytter

6

3 - COMMERCE

4 - FOOD MARKET

7 - CONFERENCE & EVENTS

8 - MEETINGS & ADMINISTRATION

11 - APARTMENTS & FLOATING GARDENS

12 - STILT HOUSES & SWIMMING POOLS

"It is important that we think in context and understand the development of Sukkerfabrikken as a development of the town, the island, and the municipality as a whole."
- Trolle Kieler, Architect and Idea Developer at Sukkerfabrikken, Møn
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EXPERIENCES IN THE HOLIDAY VILLAGE
Møns Klint

1 - AQUAPONICS
Bio-Agriculture and learning

5 - MARINA

Kayaks, boats, surf equipment for hire

9

- BEACH
Landscaped public beach

2 - WATER PARK
Swimming Spa and Pools

3 - DARK SKY BAR
Stargazer Bar and Garden

6 - PIKE FISHING

7 - KITCHEN GARDENS

10 - BIRD SANCTUARY
Wading and migrating birds etc.

11 - ACTIVE NATURE RESERVE

In the harbour and Bay

Vegetables and herbs

Walk, run, cycle, swim

4 - FLOWER GARDEN
Kitchen Garden

8

- MEET THE ANIMALS
Cows, Goats, Sheep, Rabbits

12

- SWIMMING FACILITIES
Winter swimming, Sauna, Café/Restaurant

"On Møn and Sukkerfabrikken, we can create world-class tourism that incorporates
some of the most important global macro-trends, for instance, the UN's 17 Sustainable
Development Goals." - Ole Eskling, Møns Klint Resort and Innovation Award winner - Idea developer at Sukkerfabrikken, Møn.
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Møn Food Market - Glass covered atrium
Møn Merkantil - Food Market & Shopping
Saftstationen - Hotel
Workshops - Workshops & Courses
Swimming Pools - Water Park
Sukkerhallerne - Conference & Event
Administration - Admin. & Offices

Watersport - dinghy, kayaks, surfboards, fishing, ferry bus		
Potential Marina
New Town Beach - landscaped beach
New Swimming Facilities - swimming, sauna, café
Public Bathing Jetty

biosphere

3

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Silo Sky Park - Roof Garden & Skybar
Flower Garden - Flower Garden & Raised Beds
Kitchen Garden - Seasonal vegetables
Bassinhaven - Floating Garden
Herb Garden - Herbs & Berries
Animal Zoo - Petting Zoo
Jordbassinerne - Nature reserve with walks

holiday homes

 Welcome Centre - Reception, outdoor-centre, tourist information
2 Otto's Adventure Factory - Learning House & Play Centre

18
19
20
21
22
23

Sukkersilo - Holiday apartments 9 storeys, 108 units at 90m2			
Sukkerbyen 2 -Mixed Retail
Sukkerbyen 2 - Holiday apartments - 3-4 storeys, variable sized units
Sukkerbyen 1 - Sugar Beet Ramps, Holiday apartments 1-2 storeys
Sukkerbyen 1 - Beet Tops, Holiday homes 1-2-3 storeys
Sukkerbyen 1 - Stilt Houses - Holiday houses 27 units at 55m2 			

harbour

water

sukkerfabrikken

Holiday Village "Sukkerfabrikken Møn"

H

M Harbour Bridge
Yatch Club
Swimming - sauna & winter swimming N Rowing Club
o Ship Repair Yard
Marina

in town

Stege town - Tilbud and activities
A
B
C
D

Builders' Merchants
Bus Terminal
Supermarket
Tourist Information & Café

E
F
G

'Luffes Gård'
Stege Church
High Street

MASTERPLAN

K
L
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Strandbyggelinje
Strandbyggelinje

Matrikel
6a

g
Vejby

Strandbyggelinje

Strandbyggelinje

6bk

Matrikel
6bu

gelinje

Matrikel
6a

6bk

6bk

k

Matrikel
6a

Matrikel
6a
Matrikel
6a

Matrikel
6a

Matrikel
6bu
Matrikel
6bu

Matrikel
6bu

g
Vejby

Matrikel
6a

gelinje

Matrikel
6a

Matrikel
6a

Demolished

Matrikel
6a

Converted

Vejbyggelinje

Matrikel
Change

S

Lokalplan

je

ggelin
Vejby

Retained buildings

6a

New build - homes

New build - glass atrium

New facilities

Matrikel
6a

DEMOLITION PLAN
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Eks. byggeri
Nybyggeri - bolig
Nybyggeri - anlæg

Lokalplan Centerområde
Matrikelskel
Strandbyggelinje

Matrikel
6a

Matrikel
6bu

Matrikel
6a

Retained

Strandbyggelinje

Lokalplan Centerområde
Matrikelskel
Lokalplan Centerområde
Strandbyggelinje
Matrikelskel
Vejbyggelinje

Eks. byggeri
Nybyggeri - bolig
Nybyggeri - anlæg

Lokalplan Centerområde
Matrikelskel
Strandbyggelinje
Vejbyggelinje

NEW BUILD
Eks. byggeri
Nybyggeri - bolig
Nybyggeri - anlæg

Eks. byggeri
Nybyggeri - bolig
Nybyggeri - anlæg

Nature Area

1b

3a
Stege

p

Indgang
Indgang Vandland
Vareindlevering

Car access

Main pathway

Hovedindgang

Eks. byggeri
Nybyggeri - bolig
Nybyggeri - anlæg

2a
1a

2b
1c

3b

New Roundabout

Internal pathway

Nature tracks

TRAFFIC PLAN

P HA SE S
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PHASE 1A

Sukkerhuset - Otto's Adventure Factory
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An area of about 5,000 m2 - spread over 2
floors - a large indoor play/learning centre
will be established with an array of activities and experiences for both children and
adults like indoor mini golf, climbing courses, various workshops such as crafts and
aquaponics (indoor fish farming and vegetable cultivation).

active møn

Workshops, outdoor c.,play centre
Minigolf.

welcome centre, Møn information
food

sukker torvet

glass atrium,eating and meeting place

productive møn

open møn

workshops

In the food- and craft market, an emphasis
is placed on local products. Individual food
manufacturers can each sell and promote
their own products from stands or small
"shops". Adjacent is the "hostel", which is
reserved for various art exhibitions, fairs,
and various events.

m
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At the main entrance towards Kostervej,
the welcome centre will be established. This
way the Holiday Village - and the whole island of Møn - opens up to the visitor. This
is the service hub and visitors get a taste of
the holiday experiences and activities on
offer - in both the holiday village and in

t2
in

Here, you will find the reception area and a
tourist information desk.
The welcome centre is surrounded by “Otto’s Adventure Factory”, small shops and
stalls, where visitors can learn about the
As a tribute to the sugar factory's last work- many activities and experiences on offer - a
man, Otto Nielsen, we have named an area bit like an an advertising column where the
in the house "Otto's Adventure Factory”, various tourist products are presented and
and we want to fill it with adventures and possibly an outdoor/adventure retailer with
experiences for everyone.
sales and rental of equipment intended for
the island's nature experiences and activiThe building is divided into 3 areas:
ties
A Welcome Center, A Play/Learning Centre and a section with a Food Market and
shopping opportunities. The areas are interconnected by a new, glass-covered central atrium, where you can plan your stay,
enjoy the local specialties or eat a meal, prepared from local produce while the kids are
exploring the Adventure Factory.

Kl

Stege town and other places on Møn and
Zealand/Lolland-Falster.

s
øn
-M

S

ukkerhuset is both robust and spacious, with compact columns and high
ceilings. Here, the sugar juice was first
purified then concentrated through evaporation, resulting in a thick sugar syrup. The
sugar was then, dried and stored in silos
until packaged or shipped to customers.
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Sukkerhuset-Welcome Centre, Market, Play Centre

Market place, square, street food

sukker
torvet
market
place

dark sky
minigolf

outdoor
center

welcome
centre

eating

floor plan

SUKKERHUSET

play area

market
place
w e l comecentre

aquaponic
farming

1st. floor

Existing Building: 7.500m2 / New Building: 1.000m2

factory

Møn
welcome

Centre

Play /
Learning Centre

Aquaponics
Sukkerfabrikken

Møn
Products

Agriculture
Fish Farming
Learning

"The dream is that Sukkerhuset becomes a gathering place for
Møn’s cultural and associational life."
- Erik Büchert, architect & co-developer of Sukkerfabrikken Møn
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PHASE 1B

Stilt houses in the water

A

s the first of its kind in Denmark,
Sukkerfabrikken proposes to erect holiday homes on stilts in the
water off the northern coast of the factory site. In 2015, the development project
around Sukkerfabrikken was granted an
exemption by the official government
Danish Coastal Authority (Kystdirektoratet) to build by the coast and in the
water.
The wooden bridge will be built which
connects the swimming facilities and the
stilt houses with Sukkerfabrikken.
The stilt houses will be built in a circle
around a centrally located swimming
area and service area.
Where the circle of stilt houses is attached to the wooden bridge, the bridge
is lowered, so that you get closer to the
water surface. The swimming facility
and the surrounding areas will be built
on floating pontoons, so you are always
close to the water line. The water park
and the water area in the inner circle will
be public facilities with the possibility of
swimming and sailing in protected waters.
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The houses will be erected on stilts, with
a floor level 2.5 meters above water, in order to secure the houses against high water
levels. The houses all look the same and
are 55m2 in size. They are furnished with
4 fixed beds, divided into 2 rooms and a
loft sleeping space. A great view is created
through a diagonal corner window section
in the kitchen-family room.
The houses will be black-painted with horizontal planking on the facade. There will
be a garden between each house, which
will be closed on 3 sides. The adjacent facade of the neighboring house is made as a
completely enclosed façade, ensuring privacy and shielding from the wind.
From the terrace, there is access to a lower-lying wooden pier. Access to the houses
is via the terrace, which is connected to the
bridge.At the coast, on either side of the
wooden bridge, a public, coast-protected
sandy beach will be installed. Immediately off the coast, the harbor runs into Stege
Nor, with daily water exchange during the
tidal flow. This ensures that there is always
good water quality.

Stilt houses from the air

3D Rendering

Bathing area from the water

3D Rendering

S T I LT H O U S E S

Existing building: 0m2 / New building: 1.500m2

Maldive Cottages

P.S. Krøyer

Reference

Boys bathing

Stilt house from the beach

3D Rendering

Stilt houses from the pools

3D Rendering
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PHASE 1B

Sukkerbyen 1 - Sugar Beet Ramps & Beet Tops

R

oeramperne (The Sugar beet
ramps) marked the first part of
the sugar production. The farmers weighed in this year’s sugar beet
harvest and unloaded it by driving up
the ramps and tipping the sugar beets
into the basins, where they were cleaned of soil and dirt.

nerne in an already existing pipe system.
Thus, there will always be water in the
concrete basins.

The plan is to build two-storey apartments on top of the ramp runs, raised
above a large, floating ornamental garden with plants, flowers, and flowing
water, which will give a peaceful atmoA tremendous amount of soil from the sphere of calm and grace.
land was transported via the rinsing process to the Jordbassiner, which over time From the concrete ramps, located 4-5
have become a large protected nature meters above the ground, there is a fanarea along the coast - immediately west tastic view of the protected nature area,
of Sukkerfabrikken. The washed sugar and views over Stege Bay and Stege town.
beets were then transported to Saftstati- The houses will be family dwellings in 2
onen via a long conveyor belt.
floors from 80 to 120 m2 with sleeping
space for 8 - 10 people. In terms of style,
The lakes in Jordbassinerne depend on the houses are constructed in the same
the supply of water not to dry out. The fashion as the stilt houses on the water
idea is, to use the concrete basins for with pitched roofs, diagonally placed
collecting rainwater from Sukkerfabrik- windows and black-painted, horizontal
ken’s area and water from the aquapo- planking on the facades. Each dwelling
nics production. The water is pumped has an undisturbed terrace with a view.
from the concrete basins to JordbassiHoliday homes
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Proposal

SUGAR BEET RAMPS & CABINS
Existing building: 0m2 / New building: 7.500m2

Sugar beet ramps & floating garden

Proposal - looking from the ramps

Sugar beet ramps & floating garden

Proposal - looking from east

Sugar beet ramps & floating garden

Proposal - looking into the floating garden

Sugar beet ramps & floating garden

Proposal - floating garden or open air swimming
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PHASE 1C

Hotel Saftstationen
Possible increase

Hotel

A

fter washing, the sugar beets
were transported to the top of
Saftstationens tower along a
150-meter long transport belt. Here,
the sugar beets were cut, cooked and
transformed into a thick sugar syrup
- or 'Tyksaft'.

Hotel		2nd floor

possibly with a multifunctional purpose.

The concept behind the hotel will be
inspired by Møn's status as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve: Recyclable
materials, durable building methods
and maintenance that respects the
Saftstationen is a very distinctive buil- surrounding environment.
ding. Its 25-meter-high tower gives
the appearance of a cathedral with The hotel will be a holiday and confeside ships - a monument to a bygone rence hotel.
industrial era that has been crucial to
Currently, the Conference facilities are
the local community.
available in Sukkerlageret - Den BøhThe juice station will be a hotel with miske Hal - an area of 2000 m2, with a
130 rooms. The red brick building is large hall with room for 800 people, a
built as a 3.10 m modular system, ma- smaller hall for 300 people, as well as
king it suitable for a serial division toilets and kitchen facilities.
into cells.
Kitchen and restaurants will be estaWith a depth of 22 meters, it provides blished in Sukkerhuset with a central
space for a central distribution area kitchen that can facilitate all future
restaurants and cafés in Sukkerfabrikwith rooms along the facades.
ken.
During the day, the central area is filled with daylight from large skylights There is an underground corridor
connecting the hotel and Sukkerhuset
The reception will be on the ground going from the hotel all the way to the
floor of Saftstationen or Sukkerhuset - breakfast restaurant.
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Cross section

Possible increase

Hotel

Øst gavl

Hotel

1st floor

Hotel

Vest gavl

Hotel

Ground floor

H O T E L S A F T S TAT I O N E N
Existing building: 5.000m2 / New building: 0m2

Hotel Saftstationen

Tower

3D Rendering

Lobby & Lounge

Wythe Hotel

Reference - exterior

Wythe Hotel

Reference - interior, room
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PHASE 1D

Coastal development & pathways

T

he large open spaces between the
factory buildings and Stege Bay have
great development potential. Previously they were used for technical facilities for receiving and transport of the sugar
beets. Only the large ramp and basin plant
remains.
Apart from the "Sukkerhavnen" (the sugar factory's own harbour basin), the
coastal areas were unexploited. When the
holiday village is established on the site,
these areas change from being superfluous to the sugar production to being
particularly important.

Sukkerhavnen

Sukkerhavnen - boiler transportation

Sugar beet ramps- delivery of beets

The coastal areas could be utilised in various ways:
• 'Maldives' (stilt houses in the water)
and 'ramp cabins', see Phase 1B;
• Stege's new town beach
• Pier with swimming facilities incl.
view sauna (summer and winter);
• Base facilities for water sports and water activities
• Recreational footpath - for distribution of internal 'soft' traffic in the holiday
village.
• Recreational areas with play facilities
on the grounds just behind the coastline.

The coastal areas will be used for holiday cottages, beach facilities, pier and The holiday village is part of Stege town,
boardwalk, water activities, interconne- and the locals have access to the holiday
cting paths, and recreational facilities
village's recreational and communal facilities on equal terms with the guests - the
Sukkerfabrikken A/S has presented a Let- project's coastal and walkway facilities are
ter of Intent to Vordingborg Municipality, fully integrated into the overall developwhich owns most of the areas along the ment plans for Stege Town. The plan is
coast, that these areas are made available laid out in the municipal plan, the master
to the holiday village project and possibly plan for Stege of 2016 and the Master Plan
a takeover.
for Stege Kyst, which is being prepared.
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Sukkerhavnen - delivery of boiler

Last picture taken of the working Sukkerfabrikken - 1980

C O A S TA L D E V E L O P M E N T & PAT H WAY S

Moat North

Promenade
Stege Coastal Area
Area of focus

Dinghy Marina

Possible Coastal Protection
Sluice Gate & Footbridge
(climate proofing)

Nature
Park

Open Air
Swimming

Stege
Centre
Marina

Landscaped Beach
Extracts from application to Realdania

Marina

Stege
Centre

Fishing

Nature and Park

Café
Nature
Park

Possibly loop surrounding town and park

Boat trips
Watersport
rental

Restaurant
Row Club

Development of coastal zones

Moat
South

Possible expansion of
Camønoen Route
Part of Camøno Route

Proposed development of harbour area
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PHASE 2A

Sukkersilo - Water Park

S

ukkerfabrikkens skyline is dominated by two large sugar silos
which are visible from anywhere on Møn and about 10 kilometers
from the bridge connecting Zealand
and Møn. For 50 years, they were
used to store refined sugar

of activities for both adults and children - with water as a theme.

The silo will be designed for water
slides, climbing, and diving. With a
height of 34 meters inside the silo,
there will be ample opportunity to
create some extraordinary and chaThe silos each consist of one large cy- racterful entertainment activities.
lindrical space, located on top of an
arcade of 3.5-meter-high columns. Sukkerfabrikken will supply its own
The floor plan of each silo is 634 m2, water through drilling. Currently,
and the storage space is 34 meters tall. Sukkerfabrikken is licensed to drill
up 100,000 m3 of water a year.
At the top is a large open space with
a dome roof. There are windows all The second silo will be used as a plaaround the top. Each silo can store netarium with a floating digital globe
17,700 tonnes
with a diameter of approx. 10 meters
acting as a film canvas, on which vaBetween the silos and the old Kedel- rious subjects regarding the Earth's
hus (see number 7 on the map) and development can be shown: The foradventure centre/water park will be mation of the continents, weather sybuilt which will be approx. 3000 m2. stems, climate zones etc. The project
is being developed in collaboration
The water park will host a wide range with Geocenter Møns Klint.
Water Park
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WAT E R PA R K

Existing building: 2.000m2 / New building: 3.000m2

Digital Globe

Climbing World

PHASE 2B

Sukkersilo - Holiday Apartments

H

oliday apartments will be
built on the outside of the
silos. Approx. 10,000 m2
on 9 floors can be built. The floor
of the lower apartment is 8 - 9 meters above ground.

After the construction of the holiday apartments on the outside of
the silos, the roof of the silos will
have a surface area of 2500 m2 at a
height of 45 meters above ground.

This could be utilized as a large diThe new building is placed on ning area with room for a gourmet
a new foundation and secured restaurant.
against the wind by attachment to
the silo structure. 100 - 120 apart- A roof garden will create a calm
ments ranging from 60 to 100 m2 and relaxed atmosphere. A welare planned.
lness area with sauna, pools and
treatment rooms will be establisThe facades are broken up by hed.
indoor balconies and covered
with a combination of wood and The view from the top of the silos
plants (vertical gardens).
is extraordinary. Every room will
have an amazing view of the surAll apartments will have great vie- roundings
ws - the top floors all the way to
Stevns Klint 35 km away.

Roof Top Garden

Dark Sky Bar

Apartments

A PA R T M E N T S O N S I L O
Existing building: 1.500m2 / New building: 10.000m2
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PHASE 3A & 3B

Holiday apartments, shops, and recreational facilities
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Phase 3A - Holiday apartments

P
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Phase 3B - Holiday apartments & Retail

hase 3 is the final part of the de- • Recreational areas (by holiday hovelopment for the holiday village
mes), which are of equal importance
"Sukkerfabrikken Møn”. This phato the holiday experience as a water
se is still being outlined and the main
park, city beach, and adventure factoaim is to complete the holiday village
ry. They are equipped with high-quawith the last, supplementary holiday
lity playgrounds, outdoor living facilihomes, shared facilities for buildings
ties, fitness equipment, etc.
and outdoor facilities. Phase 3 includes:
• Transitional areas to Jordbassinerne.
• Holiday apartments at JordbassinerThe holiday village’s most important
ne. 3-4 storey houses, arranged on
internal recreational area must have
the edge of the nature area, around
a different character than the resithe old loading space
dential areas, and be planned with
a petting zoo and space for various
• Holiday apartments at Sukkeractivities.
havnen. Apartments in 3-4 storey
blocks, located at the factory's old • Completion of the holiday village's
harbour.
internal infrastructure. Distribution
routes, parking areas, and walkway
• Shops at Kostervej. Retail along
systems can only be completed when
Møn's high street, intended for the
the other parts of the holiday village
areas guests as well as the locals.
are realized.

Phase 3a - Holiday apartments (single storey) by Jordbassinerne

Phase 3B - Holiday apartments & Retail by Sukkerhavnen

Jordbassinerne - nature reserve west of development

Sukkerhavnen - part of phase 3

After completion of the largest building • The same applies to the external inconstruction phases (1&2), the open spafrastructure, to the traffic supply of
ces between the holiday village and comthe holiday center with sufficient camunal facilities will be completed. They
pacity, remote parking and connecinclude:
ting walkways to neighboring areas.
Reference - Lisbjerg Bakke, Vandkunsten
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P HA SE 3

Reference - Amager Fælled

Existing building: 0m2 / New building: 13.500m2

"Jordbassinerne is the result of more than 100 years of sugar production. A tremendous amount of soil from
the land was transported via the rinsing process to Jordbassinerne, which over time have become a large
protected nature reserve along the coast - immediately west of Sukkerfabrikken. Today the area is a
unique nature experience with bird sanctuary, nature trails, keeping of animals and unrivalled fauna."

JORDBASSINERNE
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T

he sugar beet on the cover is a photograph of an 8 metre tall mural
by local visual artist Mia Sloth Møller, painted as part of revitalising
'Dansesalen' and 'Den Böhmiske Hal'.
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